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Table 1: short-term energy efficiency potential in Belgium

Measure Potential savings (TWh/y)
HOUSEHOLDS
1. Reducing leaking losses of household equipment 1,12
2. Switching electric water boilers to gas or fuel 1,59
SERVICE SECTOR & PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
3. Relighting 2,98
4. Master plan “Pumps” 0,85
5. Reducing energy waste of ICT equipment in the service sector 1,28
INDUSTRY
6. Compressed Air 0,48
SUBTOTAL ALL SECTORS 8,93
Avoided losses (*) 0,58
TOTAL 9,51
(*) Transport and distribution losses, own consumption self-producers (2004). Calculated from BFE 2005.
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Executive summary

The average power consumption of a household in
Belgium in 2003 was 4.114 kWh (calculated from BFE
2004 and NIS 2005).

The calculated short-term energy efficiency potential in
Belgium thus corresponds with the power consumption
of approximately 2,3 million households. 

In most studies, energy efficiency potentials are con-
sidered in mid-term scenarios (for example, 10 years).
The question of knowing what is realistically achievable
in the short run (up to 2 years) is not an objective, sci-
entific problem, but rather a policy issue.

The focus of this report is on VLECs (Very Large Effici-
ency Carriers, analogue with Very Large Crude Carriers)
and EXNEPs (Extremely Cheap Negawatt Plants), which
can be realised in the short-term. Most of the energy
efficiency measures that can be taken in Belgium are
hence not considered in this report.

The short-term energy efficiency potential in Belgium is
summarised in the table below:



1.Overview of mid-term measures and 
indication of mid-term efficiency potential 

In the following table, an overview is given of the mid-term measures and indication of mid-term (ten years) 
energy efficiency potential:

Measure Short description Potential savings (TWh/y)
HOUSEHOLDS
Reducing leaking losses Leaking losses include: stand-by losses, losses when an appliance
of household equipment appears to be “Out” but still consumes power; losses during sleep mode. 1,12
Switching electric water In almost all but all-electric houses, the electric DHW boilers can be 
boilers to gas or fuel replaced by either an indirectly heated boiler in the central heating 

installation, or a direct-fired gas water heater. 3,59
Switching electric central Switching electric central heating to gas or fuel heating. 0,81
heating to gas or fuel
Replacing the worst In an estimated 10% of households, there is a freezer that 
freezers by A++ freezers consumes more than 800 kWh/year. By replacing it with an A++ 

of the same size, typical savings are 75% or more. 0,34
Fridge-freezers Increase market share of new A+ and A++ fridge-freezers. 0,15
Clothes dryers Increase market share of new A (electric) and gas clothes dryers. 0,11
Lighting Stimulate convenient energy-efficient lighting in houses. 1,62
SERVICE SECTOR & PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Relighting Many scientific studies and hundreds of case studies show that:

1. The share of lighting in the power consumption of the service 
sector & administrations is high (35%). 
2. There is a saving potential of 50-70% in 80% of existing buildings. 2,98

Master plan “Pumps” Recent field research in 100 office buildings and 50 university buildings 
has shown that: 1. Most heating pumps work continuously (uncontrolled) 
2. Together, their energy consumption is up to 10% of all consumption 
in offices. We can assume this is also the case for other buildings in 
the service sector (hospitals, schools, sport facilities, …). 0,85

Reducing energy Improved network back-up management can allow people to switch off
waste of ICT equipment their PC after work. It is even better to do so with an On/Off switch. 
in the service sector 1,28
Master plan “Ventilation” Hundreds of studies and large-scale campaigns , for example,

“Spaereventilatore” in Denmark, have shown the huge potential for
efficiency improvement of 50% or more. 1,70

INDUSTRY
Motor Challenge: motors, Optimisation of existing electric drive systems (motors and drives),
drives, pumps & ventilators pumping and ventilation systems. In this document, we assume a 

potential saving of 20%. The long-term efficiency potential, used,  
for example, in the Phase-Out scenario (only part of this potential 
is realised now), is more like 40-50%. 4,82

Compressed Air Hundreds of studies and recent large-scale campaigns, for example,
“Druckluft” in Germany, have shown the huge potential efficiency
improvement of 30% and more. Even the best engineered companies,
like Porsche in Germany, have saved 20% on the energy consumption
of their compressed air system! 0,48

Process cool & freeze Optimisation of existing cooling and freezing systems.
installations  0,84
Lighting Installations Saving potential of 50-70% in 80% in all existing industrial buildings. 0,78

SUBTOTAL ALL SECTORS: 22,33
Avoided losses (*) 1,44
TOTAL 23,77
(*) Transport and distribution losses, own consumption self-producers (2004). Calculated from BFE 2005.
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In most studies, energy efficiency potentials are usually
considered in mid-term scenarios (ie,ten years). Knowing
what is realistically achievable in the short-term (up to
two years) is not an objective, scientific problem, but
rather a policy issue.

We would like to highlight a few remarks on this point: 

• For several measures, there is strictly no significant
economic difference between short-term and mid-
term potential, because the speed of implementation
does not depend on a change of stock. The best
examples of this are: the elimination of leaking los-
ses (“stand-by losses”) of household appliances and
reducing the energy waste of ICT equipment in the
service sector. To realise the potential savings of
these measures, it is not necessary to replace the
entire stock of electronic equipment (hi-fi, TVs, DVD-
recorders, etc.,) or ICT-equipment. Some simple and
extremely cost-effective technical measures can be
quickly applied.

• For other measures, one would “normally” follow the
natural replacement rate of existing stock in order to
realise cost-effective savings. Examples are the
replacement of lighting installations. For these
measures, we have limited the potential short-term
savings by not considering true long-term measures
such as replacing or altering the piping in an indus-
trial pumping system. But other than that, in this
document we have not considered other limitations:
what can be achieved in ten years — if there is a
political will — can also be achieved in two years or
less.

• Experiences during the power crisis in California
taught us that in a crisis situation or when there is a
strong commitment, electricity can be saved much
faster than previously thought. 7-20% of electricity
can be saved in a couple of weeks to a few months
(Meier 2003).

• In our first estimates, we have assumed that meas-
ures can be 100% implemented unless indicated oth-
erwise. This assumption is not completely realistic,
but again this is to a high degree a policy question.
In this document, we want to give an order of mag-
nitude to potential electricity savings.

Therefore, the focus of this report is on VLECs (Very Large
Efficiency Carriers, analogue with Very Large Crude
Carriers) and EXNEPs (Extremely Cheap Negawatt
Plants), which can be realised in the short-term. Most of
the energy efficiency measures that can be taken in
Belgium are hence not considered in this report.

2. What is a “realistic short-term efficiency potential”?



Description of measure
Leaking loss, often called “stand-by loss”, is the electri-
city consumed by end-use electrical equipment when it
is switched off or not performing its main function. The
most common standby power use is by TVs and video
equipment using remote controls, electrical equipment
with external low voltage power supplies (such as cord-
less telephones), office equipment and devices with con-
tinuous digital displays (such as microwave ovens).

Numerous scientific studies show that in European
households, 10-15% of electricity consumption is wast-
ed in leaking losses (Bertoldi et. al. 2002; IEA Things That
Go Blip….; Harmelink en Blok 2004; Meier 2004; Bertoldi
2004; Gudjberg 2005). These results are confirmed in
Belgium by measurements we took in 50 households.
Here we found leaking losses were typically 12-15% of a
household’s power consumption. Major leaking appli-
ances are: older TV’s and video-recorders, some DVD-
players, many hi-fi installations, cable modems, satellite
receivers, computers, screens and peripheral equipment
such as scanners and printers.

In the short-term, leaking losses can be reduced by ~ 40-
60% through some simple measures (see namely the
website of the German Energy Agency DENA, 
www.initiative-energieeffizienz.de):

• TVs, video, DVD, hi-fi, etc: these appliances can be
switched off easily and conveniently with an exter-
nal on/off switch or with automatic devices such as
a PowerSaver (see below). 

• Computers, screens and peripherals such as scanner,
printer, cable and DSL modems can be switched off
easily and conveniently with an external on/off
switch. This has some important extra benefits
besides conserving electricity, such as improved pro-
tection against lightning strikes (when switched off). 

Potential energy efficiency improvement
In table 3.1, we summarise the potential energy effici-
ency improvement for reducing leaking losses of house-
hold equipment in Belgium:
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3.Potential short-term impact of
selected energy efficiency measures

3.1. Reducing leaking losses of household equipment 

Table 3.1: Potential electricity savings by reducing leaking losses of household equipment

Share of leaking losses in the Yearly electricity consumption Potential short-term savings
electricity consumption of leaking losses in households

of households
% TWh/year

13,5% 2,24 TWh/year 50 1,12

(1) Sources: Bertoldi et. al. 2003, Ecofys 2004, Bertoldi 2004, Meier 2004, Gudbjerg 2005.

PowerSaver



In the medium and long-term, leaking losses can be
reduced by ~ 80% by applying simple standards such as
the US Presidential 1 Watt Order, which prescribes a
maximum leaking loss of 1 Watt for a number of appli-
ances (see IEA, 1 Watt Initiative).

Costs and benefits of the measure
Typical leaking loss costs per household are around 15 to
40 EUR. Typical payback is two months to one year.
Important extra benefits besides conserving electricity
are an improved protection against lightning strikes,
improved fire safety (televisions!) and a longer lifetime
for appliances due to lower heat development. 

Policy measures needed
Immediately: an EU Directive (like the US Presidential 1
Watt Order), which prescribes a maximum leaking loss of
1 Watt for a number of appliances (see IEA, 1 Watt
Initiative).

In the short-term: The public authorities in Belgium
could play a major role by incorporating standby
requirements in public procurement. As considerable
experience in this area exists in other EU Member States
(especially Germany, Denmark, Sweden), the Belgian
administration should strengthen cooperation on tech-
nical specifications for public procurement and volun-
tary agreements, and on exchange of experiences. At the
same time, a large-scale and well-prepared information
and awareness campaign targeting all consumers could
be launched (see examples in countries like Germany,
Denmark, the German Energy Agency DENA, …).
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Figure 1: By using one central on/off switch, a
computer and peripherals (screen, printer, scanner,
loudspeakers, etc.,) can be easily switched off.

Photo: DENA
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Description of measure
In Belgium, many central heating boilers are old and are
currently being renewed or about to be renewed in the
near future. 

This renewal of central heating boilers, which in itself
presents an important opportunity to save energy, cre-
ates the possibility to save even twice as much energy.
According to a survey of 1.000 households in Flanders, in
22,8% of bathrooms and 29,4% of kitchens, domestic
hot water (DHW) is produced by electric boiler(s) (iris
2003). We assume that national figures are not signi-
ficantly different. 

By replacing the central heating boiler and the electric
DHW boiler by one condensing combi-boiler (which
heats the house and produces DHW), fuel and electricity
can be saved at the same time. An extra advantage is the
extended lifetime of fuel boilers, compared to the short
lifetime of electric DHW boilers.

Approximately 93% of households in Belgium are not
heated by electricity. We assume that in this 93%, 75%
of the electric water boilers in the bathroom and 50% of
the electric water boilers in the kitchen could be
switched to fuel (connected to the central heating or a
separate gas DHW appliance). Furthermore, we assume
that on average an electric water boiler in the bathroom
consumes 2.500 kWh/year and an electric water boiler in
the kitchen consumes 500 kWh/year.

Costs and benefits of the measure
The costs are very case-dependant. In cases where the
central heating installation has to be replaced anyway
and the electric boiler is located not far from the central
heating boiler, there are little or no extra costs for
installing a combi-boiler compared to the installation of
a separate fuel heating boiler and an electric boiler.  

Therefore, the typical cost of conserved energy for this
measure is in many cases zero. 

In other households, the distance between the central
heating boiler and electric DHW boiler will be too far to
justify a fuel combi-boiler installation. These are the 25-
50% of households where we assumed the electric water
boilers in respectively the bathroom and the kitchen
cannot be switched to fuel.

Policy measures needed
The previous Federal Government took seven fiscal
measures to stimulate energy efficiency among house-
holds, of which six are operational (the seventh, energy
audits, is still waiting to become operational).

As an eighth fiscal measure, the Federal Government
should reward the replacement of electric boilers with
high-efficiency fuel-based technology.  

3.2 Switching electric water boilers to gas or fuel

Table 3.2: Potential electricity savings of switching electric water boilers to gas or fuel 
in Belgian households

Potential energy efficiency improvement
In table 3.2, we summarise the potential electricity sav-
ings of switching electric water boilers to gas or fuel in
Belgian households:

Electricity consumption of electric boilers that can be switched to fuel Potential short-term savings
(TWh/year)

for bathrooms for kitchens

1,35 TWh/year (1) 0,23 TWh/year (1) 1,58 TWh/year

(1) Sources: Calculations based on iris 2003 and BFE/FBPE 2004 under the assumptions mentioned below.



Potential energy efficiency improvement
In table 3.3, we summarise the potential energy effici-
ency improvement for lighting installations in large
buildings in Belgium:
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3.3 Relighting

Description of measure
Numerous studies and case studies show that: 
1. The share of lighting in the power consumption of

the service sector and administrations is extremely
high (30-41%) (Kantoor-2000; Ecofys 2004).

2. There is an energy efficiency potential of 50-70% in
70-90% of all existing buildings.

The Kantoor-2000 study, for which an intensive energy
measurement campaign has been set up in 100 office
buildings in Flanders and Brussels, found that the
installed Lighting Power Density was on average 14,5
Watt per m 2 net floor space (including corridors and
staircases!). For offices, an installed Lighting Power
Density of maximum 10 Watt per m 2 is considered to be
efficient using today’s technology.

A separate case worth mentioning is corridor lighting in
offices, hospitals, schools, … Here, lighting installations
have the highest number of burning hours because this
is a circulation area (light is needed from the moment
the first employee arrives until the last leaves the build-
ing), in most cases there is no daylight, and even if there
is, no-one switches the lights off. As a result, typically
30-50% of total lighting energy consumption in a large
building is in its corridors. 

In Denmark, a design competition for energy-efficient
corridor lighting was organised by the Electricity Savings
Trust (Elsparefonden) in collaboration with the Lighting
Laboratory of Denmark. The results of the competition
can be found in table 3.4. 

Share of lighting in Yearly electricity Potential short-term savings 
electricity consumption consumption of lighting % TWh/year

Administrations 
& tertiary sector 35% (1) 5,95 TWh/year 50% 2,98

Industry 4% 1,56 TWh/year 50% 0,78

Total large buildings N/A 7,51 TWh/year N/A 3,76

(1) Sources: Kantoor-2000; Harmelink en Blok 2004. 

Table 3.3: Potential electricity savings by relighting large buildings 
(administrations, tertiary sector & industry)

Winner 1: Winner 2: Typical in 
Philips Thorn & Jacobsson Belgian corridors

Installed lighting power density (W/m 2) 3,1 4,8 10

Electricity consumption (kWh/m 2/year) 9,0 13,6 35

Savings in installed power relative 
to standard technology in Belgium (%) 74% 61% N/A

Source: Carl Bro 2002 and own calculations.

Table 3.4: Calculated saving potential in corridor lighting installations in large buildings 
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In table 3.5 we summarise the energy efficiency poten-
tial for lighting installations under the assumption that: 

• Corridors and staircases represent on average 25% of
the net floor space in large buildings.

• Current burning hours are on average 2.000
hours/year.

• 30-60% electricity can be saved by better lighting
control (daylight control, …). 

Table 3.5: Calculated saving potential of lighting installations in large buildings

Costs and benefits of the measure
The investment in more energy-efficient lighting in large
buildings is so cost-effective that there are several pri-
vate companies offering relighting under Third Party
Financing.

Policy measures needed
The first policy measure is that the Belgian public
authorities set a good example (“Governing by
Example”) and implement large-scale relighting in all
public buildings. 

The result will generate funds for other energy effici-
ency measures in the public sector. The success of such
an action can be disseminated to private companies in
order to convince them to join programmes like Green
Light. As a first step, the 100 largest private building
owners or operators in the country should be targeted. 

Average in Belgian  Best available Savings relative to standard 
large buildings technology technology in Belgium (%)

Installed lighting power density (W/m 2) 14,5 (1) 8,28 43%

Electricity consumption (kWh/m 2 year) 29 9,11 68%

(1) Source: Kantoor-2000.

In table 3.6, we summarise two recent case studies of
energy improvements in lighting installations:

Table 3.6: Case studies of re-lighting

Source Number of Average kWh/year Measured/
buildings savings (%) saved calculated savings

Fines 2003 52 56% 4.622.350 Measured

Kantoor-2000 100 N/A N/A Calculated
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Potential energy efficiency improvement
In table 3.7, we summarise the potential energy effici-
ency improvement for circulation pumps in large build-
ings in Belgium:

3.4 Master plan “Pumps”

Description of measure
Recent field research in 100 office buildings (Kantoor-
2000) and 50 university buildings has found that: 

1. Most pumps for heating and cooling work continu-
ously (uncontrolled). 

2. Together their consumption represents up to 10% of
the power consumption in offices. We can assume
this is also the case in other types of building in the
service sector (hospitals, schools, sport facilities, …).

The electricity consumption of circulation pumps can be
technically (and cost-effectively) improved by the fol-
lowing measures:

1. Better control of pumps so they only work when
necessary. In most large buildings (where the largest
number of pumps are) this requires the correct
installation of the building’s energy management
system. In most cases this is simply ignored by con-
tractors, even in recent large buildings. This could be
controlled by “pump teams”, experts who go from
building to building.

2. Circulation pumps with a higher system efficiency:
pumps with an important consumption could be
replaced by pumps with a higher efficiency such as
variable speed pumps or pumps with a more efficient
electric motor. 

Costs and benefits of the measure
The setting up of “pump teams” who go from large
building to large building would make this measure very
cost-effective. An excellent example of such a campaign
is the energy-efficient pump campaign in Denmark. On
the campaign website, www.sparepumpe.dk, many case
studies can be found showing savings of 50-75% and
pay-back times of two to three years.

Policy measures needed
As with lighting, the first policy measure is that the
Belgian public authorities set a good example
(“Governing by Example”) and implement a large-scale
campaign to manage the energy consumption of pumps
in all public buildings. 

Table 3.7: Potential electricity savings by reducing the losses of circulation pumps

Share of circulation pumps in Yearly electricity consumption Potential short-term savings
the electricity consumption of circulation pumps 

of the tertiary sector in the tertiary sector % TWh/year

10% 1,70 TWh/year 50 0,85
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Potential energy efficiency improvement
In table 3.8, we summarise the potential electricity sav-
ings by reducing wasted energy in ICT equipment in
administrations and the commercial sector in Belgium:

3.5 Reducing energy waste of ICT equipment in the service sector

Share of ICT equipment Electricity consumption Yearly electricity Potential
in the electricity of Belgian consumptionof ICT short-term 
consumption of administrations & equipment in savings
administrations & commercial sector administrations & 
commercial sector 2003 commercial sector

% TWh/year

20-30% (1) 17,0 TWh/year (2) 4,25 TWh/year 30% 1,28

(1) Sources: Kantoor-2000; Ecofys 2004.
(2) Source: BFE/FBPE 2004.

In the service sector, a lot of electricity is wasted
through stand-by losses, devices in low power mode, etc.
For much of the office equipment most commonly used,
such as computers, printers, copiers and fax machines,

the losses in stand-by or “Out” mode vary from 70%
(computers) to 90% (fax machines) (figure 2). In other
words, only 10% (fax machines) to 30% (computers) of
electricity consumption is useful. 

Table 3.8: Potential electricity savings by reducing wasted energy in ICT equipment in 
administrations and the commercial sector

Figure 2: Electricity wasted by office equipment. 
Source: Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Innovation und Technologie 2002, Austria.

PC PRINTER COPIER FAX MACHINE

standby + OFF 
(70%)

calculating 
(30%)

standby 
(70%)

printing 
(30%)

standby 
(80%)

copying 
(20%)

standby 
(90%)

sending 
(5%)

receiving 
(5%)

Description of measure



According to recent figures from the public administra-
tion in Switzerland, the following cheap or even free
energy improvements are possible in ICT equipment
(table 3.9). 
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Savings in power costs in %

Server room:
cooling down to only 26°C instead of 22°C 16%
cooling appliances combined with free cooling 20%

Monitor: standby with black screen saver 50%

PC: switched off in the evening; new appliances with
minimum standby consumption 20%

Printer on each floor: switched off in the evening;
new appliances with minimum standby consumption 50%

Copiers: new appliances with on-demand fixing technologies 50%

Conservative estimate of savings potential 15-20%

Source: Ressourcen- und Umweltmanagement der Bundesverwaltung Switzerland, 2004.

Figure 3: Medium/long-term efficiency 
improvements for ICT-equipment. 

Source: Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Innovation 
und Technologie, 2002, Vienna.

The medium/long-term efficiency improvements are
much greater. According to the Austrian
Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Innovation und
Technologie (BMVIT), the energy consumption of ICT-
equipment can be reduced by 75% (BMVIT 2002).
According to Ecofys, the day plus night saving potential
in the near-term (six years) is 20% +/- 10% (day) + 25%
(by switching off equipment at night and during week-
ends) (Harmelink and Blok 2004).

Table 3.9: Potential savings from cheap/free measures to reduce energy wastage by ICT 
equipment in the service sector

Rest

Potential 
energy 
savings
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Case study
The Flemish Environmental Council (MINA-RAAD) Building, Brussels

Figure 4: Evolution of electricity consumption in the Flemish
Environmental Council 1997-2004.

Source: http://www.minaraad.be/statistieken verbruiksgegevens.htm.

Costs and benefits of the measure
The focus here was entirely on free or extremely cheap
measures. The potential savings are in the order of mag-
nitude 20% and are therefore extremely cost-effective. 

Policy measures needed
As with lighting, the first policy measure is that the
Belgian public authorities set a good example
(“Governing by Example”) and implement a large-scale
campaign to manage the energy consumption of ICT-
infrastructure in all public buildings.

On the 4th floor of this building, a volunteer energy co-ordinator from the staff took ini-
tiatives to lower energy use in the building. All the measures taken were free or very
cheap, and included: a partial de-lighting in over-lit corridors; on/off switches to reduce
leaking losses of ICT equipment; optimised cooling in server rooms, …  

As a result of these simple measures, 42,5% electricity was saved in the office of the
Flemish Environmental Council (2004 compared to 2000, see figure 4). This electricity
savings percentage must be seen as a minimum of the savings potential (MiNa-Raad,
2003) as several other projects to further reduce electricity consumption are to date not
implemented. In addition, to calculate the savings percentage, the autonomous increase of
the electricity consumption (as seen in the period 1997-2000) was not continued to
2004, nor was the increase of 20% of FTE (full-time equivalent) employees in the period
2000-2003. The use of electricity in the base year 2000 was not excessive, in fact this
office building was — in comparison with other office buildings — seen as one of the most
energy efficient in that year.

Annual Electricity consumption — MiNa-Raad (in kWh)



3.6 Compressed Air

Potential energy efficiency improvement
In table 3.10, we summarise the potential energy
efficiency improvement for compressed air installations
in industry in Belgium:
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Share of compressed air Electricity Yearly electricity Potential
in the electricity consumption consumption short-term savings 
consumption of Belgian industry of compressed air
Belgian industry 2003 in Belgian industry

% TWh/year

3,5% 39,05 TWh/year (1) 1,37 TWh/year 25% 0,34

(1) Source: BFE/FPE 2004.

Table 3.10: Potential electricity savings of energy efficiency improvement for compressed air installations
in industry in Belgium

Description of measure
Compressed air is used in industry for many purposes. To
make compressed air, much maintenance and energy use
is required. It has been known for a long time that com-
pressed air is the most expensive energy carrier (sources:
see De Groote et al. 1992). 

Numerous studies and measured case studies have
shown that there is still a huge potential efficiency
improvement of 20-30% or more. These studies are con-
firmed by recent large-scale campaigns such as
“Druckluft Effizient” in Germany. 

This campaign ran from 2001 to 2003 and was an initi-
ative of the German Energy Agency (DENA) and the
Fachgruppe Drucklufttechnik of the German Association
of Machine Producers (VDMA). It was conducted by the
Fraunhofer Institut — Systemtechnik and funded by the
German Ministry of Economy and Employment. 

In the 40 companies where in-depth analyses were per-
formed, an average electricity saving of around 240.000
kWh was found. The saving varied from 2-86%, with an
average of 34% (20% when weighted with power con-
sumption). 
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Case study 
PORSCHE AG, Stuttgart

Costs and benefits of the measure
The German “Druckluft Effizient” campaign showed that
these savings are extremely cost-effective.  

Policy measures needed
A campaign such as the DENA-campaign in Germany, in
co-operation with Belgian producers and importers of
compressed air technology. 

The “Druckluft Effizient” campaign showed that even the best-engineered companies,
such as Porsche in Germany, could significantly improve the energy consumption of
their compressed air system. 

In 2002, Porsche AG saved in just one plant in Stuttgart 483.000 kWh/year
(http://www.druckluft-effizient.de/wettbewerb/). This also saved 280 ton CO2 per year.
In 2003, Porsche AG was awarded the federal prize “Preis für energieeffiziente
Druckluftanlage” by the German Ministry of Economy and Employment.
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